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Quantitative Tracer Studies of Metabolic Dynamics of Animal Cells 

.Grov!ing_ in Tissue Culture 

JAMES A. BASSHAM, MINA J. BISSELL, AND RODNEY C. WHITE 

Running Title: Netabolic Dynamics of Animal Cells 

ABSTRACT 

Metabolic dynamics of animal cells, growing in tissue cultore, can 

be determined quantitatively by a1l01·Jing the cells to metabolize radio

actively labeled substrates under carefully controlled steady-state con-

ditions. In order to avoid artifacts resulting from Uncontrolled changes 

in physiological condit-ions, a steady-state apparatus for animal cells 

(SAFAC) has been constructed .. In this device cells in up to 30 cell 

dishes can be given radioactive substrate and incubated for va~ious 

periods \'l-ithout disturbing the steady-state metabolism prior to killing. 

Subsequent analysis by two-dimensional paper chromatography and radio~ 

autography shov1s that metabolites are 1 abe 1 ed rapidly and subse

quently are maintained at constant levels of radioactivity, as expected 

for steady-state metabolism. 

fvla il proofs to: 

Dr. J. A. Bassham 
Laboratory of Chemical Biodynamics 
La\·Jrence Berke 1 ey Lab ora tory 
University of Ca 1 i forni a 
Berkeley, Calif. 94720 
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Quantitative Tracer Studies of Metaboli.c Dynamics of Animal Cells 

Growing in Tissue Culture 

JAMES A. BASSHAM, MINA J. BISSELL, AND RODNEY C. ~HTTF 

Laboratqrr of Chemical Biodynamics, La\'ll~ence Berkeley La.borat.Q.!:,L, 

!Jniversity of California, Berkele,y, California 947?0 

Animal cells, growing in tissue culture and attached to a flat sur-

face, are now widely used as model systems for the study of the properties 

of animal cells i.!l vivo. · Such cells have many advantages for the study 

of metabolic dynamics, which include the rates of uptake and conversion 

of substrates, pool sizes of intermediary metabolites, rates of flov1 of 

material along diverse metabolic pathways, and the regulation of these 

flows in response to physiological conditions and external variables. 

For example, radioactive carbon-labeled substrate of constant concentra

tion and specific radioactivity cam be administered under carefully con

trolled conditions until a steady state of labeling of intermediary pools 

has been achieved. Then a single controlled condition may be altered.· Fol

lowing subsequent analysis of the metabolites and their labeling before and 

after the perturbation, one can observe the effects of the changed condi-. 

tion. Even the measurement of pool sizes under a constant condition pro-

. vi des information about sites of regulation and their relative importance (l). 

Steady-state and perturbed steady-state studies of cells using labeled 

substrates have provided much information about metabolism and its regula

tion in the case of photosynthesizing plant cells (2,3). Adaptation of 

this method to the study of animal cells grm·Jing on a flat surface and 

using complex substrate mixture requires a number of modification~ in 
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equipment and techniques. A brief description of the general method as 

applied to animal cells has appeared (4). The purpose of the present 

report is to describe th~ techniques, and particularly the steady-state 

apparatus for animal cells (SAFAC). 

METHODS 

Steadv-state aDparatus for animal cells (SAFACl 

a. Dish carrier. SAFAC (Fig. 1) is built around a 19.2 em diameter, 

6 mm thick, disc \'lhich serves as the cell dish carrier and v1hich can be 

rotated during the experiment. This dish carrier has 30 holes each 36 mn 

in diameter in which tr.e 35 mm cell culture dishes (Falcon plastic petri 

dishes) are carried. The holes are arranged in two concentric circles 

(Fig. 2) of radii 13.1 em and 17.0 em. To prevent the dishes falling 

through the disc, flat circular bands of plastic are glued to the bottom 

of the disc in such a way as to cover all but the outer 5 mm of bottom of 

the holes. This 5 mm space is required for the operation of the dish 

filters, described later. The outer edge of the dish carrier is notched 

in line with each hole for positioning. 

b. Chamber. The dish carrier is housed in a closed chamber (fabri

cated from TO mm plastic by gluing a vertical decagonal wall to the flat 

base) with a wall 41 mm high (inside) and enough clearance at the outside 

of the dish carrier to allow for the dish-tilting mechanisms.· The dish 

carrier is supported above the floor of the chamber by the pointed end 

of the center shaft resting in a depression in the chamber floor, and 

by 4 small nylon rollers whose axes are held by plastic attached to the 

dish carrier, and which roll along the floor of the thamber at a radius 
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of 13.5 em, The top of the chamber is also 1 em thick clear plastic and 

is removable but is normally attached to the walls of the cl1arnber by 

screws into holes threaded into the walls. Stopcock grease. is also used 

to make a seal between top and \tJalls. The 10 mm diameter steel shaft, 

which is rigidly attached to the dish carrier, extends through the top 

of the chamber to a removable round handle. The dish carrier can be 

rotated by turning this handle. A flexible strip of plastic mounted 

vertically, extending from one side to an adjacent side of the decagonal 

wall, and backed at the center by a spring compressed behJeen the corner 

and the plastic strip, carries a plastic V-shaped ridge which presses 

against the outer rim of. the dish carrier and drops into a notch in the 

rim when a given set of culture dishes are in position under the various 

ports described below. This positioning holds the dish against inadvertent 

movement, but a·moderate twist on the handle forces the ridge out of the 

notch, and the dish carrier can be turned to the next position. 

c. Ports. For the lnading of the SAFAC with tissue culture dishes 

from the incubator~ a 13 em diameter port is provided in the chamber top, 

positioned so that both rings of dish holes can be reached. This port 

is closed by a removable round plate with a compression disc which forces 

an 0 ring out against the sides of the port when it is tightened with a 

screw. 

Two small ports, one over each circle of dish holes, are fitted 

with vertical 20 mm diameter plastic tubes glued into the chamber top so 

that the bottom of the tubes is even ~tli th the inside of the top and the 

tops of the tubes extend upward 15 mm. These are tightly fitted ~tJi th 

1 arge serum caps. Hypodermic needles can be inserted through these caps 
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to the dishes for removal and addition of medium to the cells. 

A second pair of ports is positioned over the .circles of dish holes 

about 150 degrees from the first pair. Each of these ports is fitted 

with a fixed o~ring and a movable plastic tube 45 mm in diameter and 

. 40 mm long. These tubes are closed \'lith removable rubber stoppers. 

When the tubes are pushed all the \'Jay in, they seat ~gain~t the sur·face 

of the dish carrierJ forming an air lock around the dish hole and the 

cell culture .dish. The stopper can then be removed, and the cell dish 

can be removed from the chamber without disturbing the atmosphere of the 

chamber. 

At one of the decagonal corners 6f the chamber wall, inlet and out

let ports are provided for the flm1 of gas through the chamber. These 

are made of 6 mm J.D. plastic tubing glued into the walls horizontally 

and pointing in nearly opposite directions along the inside walls of the 

chamber. Thus the inflowing gas tends to circulate around the circum

ference of the chamber before exiting. From th~ change in color of indi

cator dye (Phenol Red) in plates on the dish carrier af~er admission of 

5% C02 in air (the medium goes slightly alkaline during transfer from 

incubator to SAFAC), it is clear that gas mixing is rapid and uniform, 

when the gas flow rate is adjust~d to 400 cc/min. 

d. Dish tilters. For steady-state kinetic experiments, rapid 

removal of medium is essential. Such operations should take no longer 

than about 5 sec. The medium is Jo contact with the cells as a 2 mm deep 
',, 

layer during metabolism. For rapid removal of medi.um, the dishes are 

tilted so that the medium can be sucked out from one side of the dish 

through a hypodermic needle. Two pairs of dish tilters are provided in 

'{ 
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such positions that the dishes under the two pairs of ports (for medium 

change and for killing) may be tilted, One part of each tilter is a 

plastic lever arm which pivots in a vertical direction around a hori

zonta 1 pin mounted in :1 br::1cket attached to the floor of the chamber. 

Near the chamber, one end of the arm is attached with a pin to a vertical 

rod which extends out through the top of the chamber to a handle. A 

spring compressed between the handle and chamber top keeps the. rod and 

outer end of the arm up until the handle is pushed dovm. When the 

handle is pushed dm1'n, a plastic "finger" on the end of the arm under 

the dish rises and elevates one side of the dish about 10 mm. When the 

handle is released, this finger drops down through the open space at the 

outer edge of the dish hole, permitting the dish carrier to be rotated. 

e. Temperature_ control. The chamber is immersed in a water bath 

also constructed of clear plastic~ Water is r~cifculated through this 

bath from a ~eservoir which is temperature controlled at 40°C in the case 

of studies with chicken cells. This water first passes through a shallm<J 

closed chamber (6 mm deep) attached to the bottom side of the chamber top 

and covering all of the top area except that occupied by the ports. This 

~hamber is made of 3 mm clear plastic glued to 6 mm strips of plastic 

which are in turn glued to the chamber top. Inlet and outlet tubes are 

. provided through the chamber top. Use of this temperature control pre-

. vents condensation of water vapor on the top which would obscure the 

worker's view of the dishes during experiments conducted in a room at 22°C. 

The stream of 5% co2 in air used to gas the chamber is first passed 

through about 12m of 6 mm O.D. copper tubing which is wound in a flat 

coil and immersed in the bath under the chamber. The gas then passes 
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through a water bubbler irrunersed in the 38°C reservoir i.n order to 

saturate the gas with water vapor. The gas then passes through the 

chamber via the inlet and .outlet ports. During preliminary studies, 

it was found that with a flow rate of 400 cc/min, a uniform temperuture 

of 38°C could be maintained in al] parts of the chamber. 

Anima 1 Ce 11 s 

The procedures for preparation of chick er.1bryo cells at'e essentially 

similar to those previously described in detail (5). Ten-day old C/0 or 

C/B type SPF chick embryos are removed from eggs. Aftel' decapitation and 

evisceration, they are minced and washed with tris-saline buffer, then 

stirred l'llith a magnetic stirrer in 0.25~; trypsin (Sigma). At 15-min 

intervals the suspended single cells are decanted into a 11 Stop bath 11 

containing 2/3 cold medium 199 (Grand Island) and T/3 calf serum 

(Microbiological Associates). The procedure is repeated two times. 

The cells are centrifuged and resuspended in medium 199 containing 2% 

tryptose phosphate broth, 1% calf serum, and 1~~ heat inactivated chicken 

serum [referred to as (2· 1-1)]. Primary cultures are seeded at 8 x 106 

. cells per 100 mm petri dish in 12-'l/2 ml niedium. The cultures are 

incubated at 38-39°C in an atr.Josphere of 5% co2 in air to maintain pH 

of 7.3-7.4. The medium is changed to fresh 199 (2-1-l) on the·thi'rd 

day. Secondary cultures are prepared 4 days after the primary seeding. 

After removal of cells by trypsinization, they are seeded at desired 

cell concentration (usually 1 x 106 cells per 35 mm dish in these 

experiments) in 199 (2-2-1). An additional 1 mg/ml of glucose is added 

to the medium at this time, bringing the glucose concentration to 11.0 mN. 

While penicilin and streptomycin is included, Fungiione is eliminated 

y 
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from all experiments, as harmful side effects have been observed in 

this 1 a bora tory. 

Ki_netj..f_ and Steady-state Experiments 

After 48 hr incubdtion, the secondary culture; arc removed from the 

incubator and placed in SAFAC. The apparatus has been previously brought 

to 38°C. The loading port is closed, and a stream of 5% co2 in air 

saturated with water vapor at 38°C is continuously passed through the 

chamber at a rate of about 400 cc/min for the duration of the experiment. 

The medium in the culture dishes is about 2 mm deep, and pH equilibration 

with the gas phase is rapid. When the dishes are removed from the incu

bator, the color of the pH indicator goes slightly purple as pH rises, 

and during the first fe1·1 minutes in SAFAC the color turns once again 

reddish orange, indicating a pH of 7.2-7.4. During preliminary experi

ments with SAFAC we measured the pH at various positions in the chamber 

with pH electrodes and established that the pH of medium in dishes vJas 

uniform throughout the chamber after an equilibration period of a few 

minutes. 

After 15 min, a dish is moved under a medium-changing port. Two 

hypodermic needles are inserted through the rubber serum cap until the 

needle tips are close to the liquid in the dish near the edge opposite 

the plate-tilter. One of these needles is attached to a vacuum through 

a waste bottle~ while the other is attached to a syringe containing fresh 

medium. The plate-tilter handle is pushed down, raising one side of the 

dish and causing the medium to flow to the other side. The vacuum n~edle 

is inserted to the lowest inside edge of the dish, and the old medium is 

sucked out.· The plate-tilter is released and fresh medium is added. 
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The added fresh medium in this case may or may not be labeled with radio

isotope, depending on the nature of the experiment. If a dual-labeling 

experiment (14c and ""3 2P) is to be done, 32P-labeled in01·ganic phosphate may 

have been added 12 hr before while the cells were in the incubatorj and is 

added with each subsequent change of medium.:· In some experiments, \'/here 

complete 14c-labeling of nucle0tides is desired, 14C-U:-glucose may be 

added to the cells in the incubator and at later medium changes. The 

remaining dishes are brought in turn under the appropriate medium-changing 

port and are given fresh medium. 

One hour after the first medium change, the first dish is again 

brought under the medium-changing port, and th~ old m~dium is removed. 

The cells are \·Jashed three times \'Jith glucose-free Hank •s buffer. Each 

time about 2 ml of buffer is added to the dish in the horizontal posi

tion, and the dish is then tilted twice, causing the buffer to flmv back 

and forth across the cells. After the third rinse is carefully removed 

from the tilted plate, fresh medium is added and the ·plate is tilted twice. 

This medium is identical ... o that used previously except that unlabeled 

glucose is replaced with 14c-U-glucose (New England Nuclear Corp., final 

specific activity 22.5 Ci/mole). · 

The entire process of medium replacement is completed in less than 

10. sec, during \'lhi ch time the cells are not exposed to any change in pH, 

temperature of aeration. Thus we approach closely to the ideal of the 

steady-state experiment which is to change no physiological condition, and 

to instantaneously substitute radioactive substrate for unlabeled substrate. 

After the first dish, each of the other dishes is subjected sequentially to 

its prescribed medium change. At times, other agents such as inhibitors 

may be added tp some dishes, in the first or second medium change, or both, 
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or added later after a p~riod of metabolism with label~d substrate. 1f 

the cells are to be used for non-radioactive analysis~ such as the deter-. . 

mination of pyridine nucleotides, some of the dishes may receive only fresh 

medium with unlabeled glucose. 
' I 

After the prescribed periods of incubation with labeled substrate, 

each dish is moved under one of the ports for killing. The plastic tube 

is pushed down over the dish, forming an air lock, the rubber stopper is 

removed, and the medium is sucked out, frozen, and saved for future 

analysis. The cells are quickly washed with cold Hank's buffer containing 

unlabeled glucose, and then are kil'led by the addition of 8Q?; methanol 

(less than 15 sec after removal of medium). The dish is removed with 

forceps through the plastic tube, the rubber stopper is replaced, and 

the plastic tube is raised to permit rotation of the dish carrier. 

Ana~~ 

The killed cells are scraped \'lith a rubber policeman and disrupted by 

sonication. Cells and methanol are removed from the dish, which is then 

washed with meth~nol. Killing is essentially instantaneous, as no change 

in metabolic pattern was observed when the cells were left in methanol for 

various lengths of time. The combined methanolic suspension and methanol 

wash is reduced in volume under nitrogen to 0.2 ml, and the mixture is 

subjected to more sonic disruption to give a finely divided suspension. 

Analysis of labeled metabolites is by two-dimensional paper chroma

tography and radioautography (4,6). A 75-}Jl aliquot sample is dried on 

the origin of Hhatman No. 1 chromatographic paper. Each chromatogram is 

first developed for 24 or 48 hr in a solvent made up of 840 ml "li.quified" 

ph~nol (J. T. Baker USP, about 88% phenol, 12% water), 160 ml water, 10 ml 
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glacial acetic acid, and 1 ml 1.0 N ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. 

After it is dried, the paper is turned 90° and run with butanol-wate~

propionic acid (50:28:22). F~om each dish sample, two paper chromato

grams are made.· One is developed 24 hr iri each solvent system, while 

the othe~ is developed 48 hr in each solvent. After the samples are 

dried, the location of the labeled metabolit~s is detected by tadio

autography and the c~ntent of 14c and/or 32P is determined either by 

scintillation counting or through use of the semi-automatic spot counter (7) 

as modified for 14c and 32P counting and ~uto~atit computation of data (3). 

The unknown spdts are eluted, and the procedure is repeated aftet addition 

of unlabeled known compounds which later are localized as colored spots 

on the chromatograms after specific che~ical reactions with sprays of 

chemicals. When the phosphorylated compounds are not vtell separated 

even in48-hrchromatograms, these regions are eluted and treated with 

phosphatuse [purified from Polidase S (SdMarz Laboratories) by ammonium 

sulfate precipitation; 25 lJQ/0.3 ml]. The samples are left at 37°C 

overnight, taken up in 80% metha~ol, and rechromatographed as previously. 

Protein content of another aliquot sample of cells from each dish is 

determined by the method of Lowry et ~ (9). 

RESULTS 

Excellent chromatographic separation of labeled metabolites from chick 

cells can be obtained using the methods described (Fig. 3). Sugars, amino 

acids, and carboxylic acids are best seen with the 24-hr chromatography, 

while 48-hr chromatography serves better for nucleotide and sugar phos

phate separation. 

I 
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W~en 14c-U-glucose (5.5 ~~) is administered to chick cells under the 

described conditions, the intermediate compounds of glyc6lysis are completely· 

labeled with 14c at the same specific radioactivity per carbon ato:;: position 

within about 5 to 10 min .(Fig. 4). The intracellular pool of lactate is 

"saturated" with 14c by 15 min, while large pools of secondary metabolites 

(metabolites further from glycolysis) such as glutamate are more slm'lly 

labeled and are not saturated with 14c even after 1 hr. In general, the 

pools, once sa-turated, remain reasonably constant over the 1-hr time of 

. the experiment, although there is a slovJ decline in the level of fructose-

1,6-·diphosphate, indicating the extreme sensitivity of this pool to a 

decreasing level of glucose ih the m~dium (4). 

The' pool ofglycoiytic intermediates are sufficiently v:ell-defined 

to permit ca1culation of the steady-state free energy changes and analysis 

. of the rate-limiting steps under these physiological conditions, as has 

been done for Chlorella pyrenoidosa (1). For example, the molar ratio 

of fructose~l,6-diphosphate to fructose-6-phosphate (FDP/F6P) is about 

1.0 {after 30 min) for cells under the conditions which gave the data 

shown in Fig. 4. In a parallel experiment, under identical conditions, 

but with 14c-glucose added 12 hr earlier ~nd teplenished as indicated . 
above, the 14c-labeling of ATP and ADP is 11 Saturated" and gives values 

of 152.3 nan6gram~atoms 14c in ATP, 19.6 nanogram-atoms in ADP and. 3.9 

nanogram-atbms in AMP (all per mg protein). Thus the ATP/ADP ratio is 

. 7.7 [the "energy charge'' ( 1 0) is 0 .92]. For the· reaction media ted by 

phosphofructokinase: 

F6P + ATP '"'-~'to ADP + FOP, LIG 0 
• = -4.2 kca 1 (1) and 

LIG5 = LIG01 
- RT ln 7.7 = -4.2.- 1~3 =- 5.5 kcal. 
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In other studies, SAFAC may be used to obtain samples quickly fol-

lowing the introduction of some physiological change expected to alter 

metabolism quickly. For example, after the introduction of 2-deoxyglucose 
lLl to cells grmvn and exposed to ·c-gl ucose under ti!P. conri ti.or1S described 

above' there are rapid changes ( 1 ess tllan 30 sec) in the 1 evel s of i nor-

ganic phosphate; ATP, ADP, and other compounds (11). 

DISCUSS ION 

Analysis by measurement of appearance of radioactivity in metabo 1 i tes 

when the cells are given radio~ctive substrate can provide meaningful 

information about metabolic dynamics (flow rates, pool sizes, points of 

regulation, etc.) if the addition of labeled substrate~ metabolism of 

cells, and sampling of cells are all done in such a \'lay as to rule out 

uncontrolled perturbation of the physiological conditions. Some reported 

effects of physiological factors on metabolism include the effects of 

hydrogen ion concentration'on.glycolysis (in erythrocytes) (12), the 

~ffects of glucose concentration on glycogen synthesis (13,4), and on 

6ther metabolic pathways (4,14), ~nd the effects of inorganic phosphate 

concentration on carbohydrate metabolism (15). 
. . 

Failure to control such factors as these during attempted quantitative 

metabolic tracer studies could account for some of the conflicting results 

reported in the literature. For example, if normal and transformed chick 

cells were grown for 24 hr on 5.5 mM glucose, and then the medium removed 
. / 

and 5.5 mM 14c-U-glucose added, subsequent sampling and analysis of the 

c.ells might give very misleading results. Before the start of the incu

bation with labeled glucose, the transformed cells, which take up more 

glucose, can deplete the glucose in the medium more rapidly than the 

normal cells. Thus it can happen that the transformed cells will have 
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Thus it can happen that the transformed cells \'Jill have been starved 

vlhile the normal cells have not yet depleted the glucose in the medium. 

Differences observed in the subsequent metabolisrn of labeled glucose or 

enzyme 1 eve 1 s may be due much more to the f. act that the trans formed ce 11 s 

were starved than to metabolic differences inherent in normal and trans

formed cells. In fact, we observed such effects in preliminury experi

ments. 

The use of SAFAC and other techniques described in this report have 

enabled us to obtain smooth saturation curves for labeling of metabolic 

pools, without overshoot or serious change in the saturation level once 

it has been achieved. The method has been used to determine differences 

in the metabolic dynamics bet1-1een normal and transformed chick cells (4). 

It may also be used to determine the requirement of macromolecular syn

thesis in the regulation of carbon flow (l6). Such techniques \'JOuld 

appear to have wide applicability to study of other cell cultures and 

other variabless. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Steady-state apparatus for animal cell s (S/\FAC ) . 

. ·. 
Fig. 2. Dish carrier of the SAFAC. 

Fig. 3 . Radioautographs of two-dimensional chrom&togram. a. Chromate-

graphs for 24 hr in each direction . b. Chromatographs fo r 48 hr i ~ each 

direction. Abbreviations: LAC, lactate; ALA, alanine; Gln, glutamine; 

GLUC, glucose; GLUT, glutamate; MAL, malate; CIT, citrate; ASP, asp}rtate; 

GolP, a-glycerol phosphate; Xi an unknovm, prominently labeled compound; 

G6P, glucose-6-phosphate; F6P, fructose-6-pho spha te; PMP, pentose mono-

phosphates; 3PGA, 3-phosphoglycerate; Pi, inorganic phosphJte; GPGlA, 

6-phosphogluconate; UD PC , uridine dipllosphoglucose; FDP, fructose-1 ,G -

di phosphate. 

Fig. 4. 14c Labeling of inter-mediary metabolites in chick cells given 

14c-U-glucose as substrate. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, not 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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